Understanding human activity and being able to explain it in detail surpasses mere action classification by far in both complexity and value. The challenge is thus to describe an activity on the basis of its most fundamental constituents, the individual postures and their distinctive transitions. Supervised learning of such a fine-grained representation based on elementary poses is very tedious and does not scale. Therefore, we propose a completely unsupervised deep learning procedure based solely on video sequences, which starts from scratch without requiring pre-trained networks, predefined body models, or keypoints. A combinatorial sequence matching algorithm proposes relations between frames from subsets of the training data, while a CNN is reconciling the transitivity conflicts of the different subsets to learn a single concerted pose embedding despite changes in appearance across sequences. Without any manual annotation, the model learns a structured representation of postures and their temporal development. The model not only enables retrieval of similar postures but also temporal super-resolution. Additionally, based on a recurrent formulation, next frames can be synthesized.
Introduction
The ability to understand human actions is of cardinal importance for our interaction with another. Explaining the activity of another person by observing only individual postures and their temporal transitions in a sequence of video frames has been a long-standing challenge in Computer Vision. There are numerous applications in problems like activity indexing and search [42, 38, 27] , action prediction [22, 45] , behavior understanding and transfer [35, 33, 7] , abnormality detection [3] , and action synthesis and video generation [12, 46, 4, 37] . Our goal is to learn human activity on the finest accessible level, i.e., individual poses, by capturing characteristic postures and the distinctive transitions between them solely based on videos without requiring any manual supervision or pre-defined body models. The underlying deep learning approach is unsupervised Figure 1 . Visualizing all frames of all long-jump sequences using the learnt posture representation φ. Similar frames across different sequences and repetitions across time are mapped nearby, yielding a concise rendering of the overall activity with its characteristic gait cycles. Moreover, intermediate frames can be synthesized (top right) as well as future frames of a sequence (visualized by nearest neighbors from training set (right)). and starts from scratch with only the video data and without requiring tedious user input or pre-trained networks. Our approach to activity understanding, summarized in Fig. 1 (cf. Supplementary 1 ),exhibits the following characteristics:
Unsupervised: The most prominent paradigm to video understanding has been supervised action classification [22] , since labeling finer entities such as individual poses [1] is tedious. Action classification typically utilizes wholistic models and a discriminative approach is trained to classify actions into discrete classes. As a result, such approaches model actions globally in terms of their overall most salient differences, rather than capturing the subtle changes of human posture over time (the clothing of a person may suffcice to discriminate running from diving). Model-free: Multiple works have modeled activity and pos- 1 Video material demonstrating the different applications can be found under https://hciweb.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/compvis/ research/tmilbich_iccv17 ture using a predefined model for joint locations (i.e. Mo-Cap [40, 21, 54] , Depth [36] , etc.). However, obtaining this meta information is costly and prevents scaling these approaches to use large unlabeled collections of video data. Continuous in time: Several approaches have tackled the problem of understanding activity by decomposing it into discrete sub-actions [26, 53, 47] or into a hierarchy [54, 43] . Consequently, the detailed, continuous evolution between consecutive postures is neglected. Multi-granular: A lot of work has focussed separately either on pose matching [29, 5, 44] , action classification [22, 48, 13, 2] , or mid-level entities (e.g. clusters of postures) [53, 43, 26] . Explaining activities, however, demands to describe overall activity based on fine-granular postures and the transitions in between, thus linking coarse with fine granularities. Finegrained activity parsing: Explaining activity on the temporal scale of single postures with all their diverse changes is far more detailed and complex than mere action classification [48, 13] . Previous efforts [17] have approximated posture and its transitions using discrete states in an AND-OR graph and relied on tedious supervision information.
With no supervision information, no predefined model for human posture, and training from scratch, we need to compensate for there being no labels for individual postures. Since we are lacking the labels to directly train a representation for posture we can only utilize a large number of video frames and reason about pairwise relationships between postures. This is aggravated by the fact that the visual representation of posture in different videos can be significantly different due to changes in lighting, background, or the clothing and skin color of different persons. Therefore, we utilize a large number of training video frames and have a deep learning algorithm alternate between proposing pairwise similarities/dissimilarities between postures, and then resolving transitivity conflicts to bring the relationships into mutual agreement. To propose similarities, a combinatorial sequence matching algorithm is presented, which can find exact solutions, but only for small sets of frames. A CNN then resolves the transitivity conflicts between these different subsets of the training data by learning a posture embedding that reconciles the pairwise constraints from the different subsets. While the sequence matching is already incorporating information about posture changes, a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is trained to capture the overall activity and to predict future frames of an activity sequence by synthesizing transitions.
Experimental results show that our approach is able to successfully explain an activity by understanding how posture continuously changes over time and to model the temporal relationships between postures. Furthermore, our posture representation obtains state-of-the-art results on the problem of zero-shot human pose estimation and has also proven worth as a powerful initialization for other super-vised human pose estimation methods. In addition, our approach captures the temporal progression of an activity, it can predict future frames, and it also enables a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) to provide temporal superresolution.
Representation
Learning for Parsing Activities 2.1. Learning a Posture Embedding
We are interested in detailed understanding of human activity without requiring manual interaction or predefined models. Therefore, we can explain overall activity in a video only using the most basic entity that we can directly access: the human posture observed in bounding box detections I of individual frames. Activity, which emerges at the temporal scale of an entire video sequence, is then represented by individual poses and their characteristic transitions and repetitions on a fine temporal scale. To model an activity, we need a posture representation φ(I; θ) which: (i) is invariant to changes in environmental conditions such as lighting and background. (ii) is invariant to the appearance of persons (clothing and skin color). (iii) is continuous in time (consecutive frames are near in feature space). Only then we can understand the essential characteristics of an activity and spot all repetitions of the same pose over time and in different sequences, despite changes in person appearance or environment.
A natural choice to incarnate φ(I; θ) are CNNs. They exhibit great expressive power to learn highly non-linear representations at the cost of requiring millions of manually labeled samples for training. A popular alternative is then to only fine-tune a representation that has been pre-trained for discrete classification on large datasets [8] . Unfortunately, the performance of pre-trained models for transfer learning is heavily task dependent. In our scenario, the discrete classification objective contradicts our requirements for φ, i.e., a discrete classification loss neglects smoothness within the representation space φ. In addition, since datasets like [8] are composed of single images, pre-trained models fail to encode temporal relationships between frames. This explains the inferior performance of these pre-trained models in Sect. 3.
Instead of using a pre-trained representation we seek to learn a representation φ(I; θ) that maps similar postures close in feature space while retaining temporal structure of an activity. Ideally, manual supervision of human postures, such as joint annotations, and/or positive links of similar postures within and across sequences together with negative links of dissimilar postures could be used to learn φ(I; θ) employing, for example, triplets of similar and dissimilar poses. However, we are lacking these labels, altogether. To overcome this lack of labels we exploit the relationships in- Figure 2 . Correspondences for two query sequences obtained using nearest neighbors (first row) and our sequence matching with temporal constraints (second row). Note how the temporal constraints provide much more accurate correspondences. herent in large collections of video sequences. We infer the supervision information, which is required to learn a CNN representation φ(I; θ), by solving a combinatorial sequence matching problem. The solution of this matching problem then provides us with correspondences of similar and dissimilar postures, which we then impose onto the CNN representation φ(I; θ) to learn it.
Sequence Matching for Self-supervision
We aim to learn a CNN representation φ(I; θ) which encodes posture similarity, without being provided with any labels. In order to learn such a representation, we employ a self-supervision strategy, leveraging the temporal information in videos to solve a sequence matching problem and find pair-wise correspondences between frames on a sequence level. Let S = {I j } n j=1 and S = {I j } n j =1 denote two sequences of n and n frames respectively, we want to find a correspondence π : {1, ..., n} → {0, 1, ..., n } that matches frames of S to frames of S , where the index 0 is used to match outliers. Furthermore, in order to successfully learn φ(I; θ) using self-supervision, we want to enforce the following constraints on π: (i) Corresponding frames should be similar in appearance. (ii) To avoid temporal cross-over and to reduce false positives matches, consecutive correspondences must be chronologically ordered.
(iii) To avoid only part of a sequence being used and to explore the full span of possible postures therein, one-to-many correspondences should be penalized. (iv) Correspondences should be invariant to the sequence frame rate. Figure 2 demonstrates the need for our temporal constraints. These constraints prevent, by definition, to utilize classical sequence matching approaches like the computational costly String Matching [24] or Dynamic Time Warping [6, 23] . Thus, we define the following optimization problem which combines all these constraints,
where 1(·) denotes the indicator function and λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 penalize the violations of the different temporal constraints. The use of inequalities ensures constraint (iv). To solve the optimization problem in Eq. (1) we convert it into an Integer Linear Program (ILP). In order to do so, we define a matrix
A non-zero z indicates matches for two consecutive frames starting at position j. The ILP is then
where p j,j 1 ,j 2 is the sum of all terms in Eq. (1) with z j,j 1 ,j 2 = 1. To obtain reliable self-supervision information, we obtain an exact solution of this ILP using a branch-and-cut algorithm [34] . However, exactly solving this problem for pairs of long sequences (e.g. n > 500) is a costly operation with exponential worst case complexity in n, making it computationally infeasible.
To circumvent this high cost when matching S onto S , we break the target sequence S into k equal length subsequences of length n ≈ 40 and find an exact solution for Eq. (2) on each local sub-sequence in parallel. Thus, the overall computational cost is reduced by a factor of k, making it a feasible to tackle long sequences. However we obtain only local correspondences at sub-sequence level and thus, discarding important relationships between different sub-sequences that compose the overall activity. To compensate for this shortcoming, we train a CNN with the different, local sub-sequence solutions in subsequent minibatches as discussed in Sect. 2.3. The CNN then reconciles the local sub-sequence correspondences. Thus, we benefit from combining the computational feasibility of exact local sub-sequence matching with the power of stochastic CNN training, which aggregates lots of local observations in one concerted representation.
From Local Correspondences to a Globally Consistent Posture Representation
Our training procedure combines multiple exact solutions to local ILPs to obtain self-supervision for training a joint CNN representation φ(I; θ) that reconciles all the sub-problems. Since our goal is to learn a CNN representation for encoding human activity in a fully unsupervised manner, the mini-batches for training are composed just by pairs of sequences {S, S }. We find these pairs by first randomly choosing S and sampling S from a set of nearest neighbour sequences S nn to S, thus sorting out totally unrelated sequences. S nn is constructed using simple sequence descriptors by temporally pooling similarities over all frames of a video. After breaking S into equallength sub-sequences, the ILP in Eq. (2) yields a solution Z * . These are exact pair-wise correspondences between S and a particular sub-sequence of S . We then use these correspondences Z * to generate triplets T t using a triplet sam-
Here T t = {I a , I + , I − } consists of a randomly sampled anchor image I a ∈ S and its positive correspondence I + = π(I a ) ∈ S , together with a randomly chosen negative I − ∈ S . We randomly sample negatives based on the p-th percentile of the similarity distribution of sequence S to I + . That is, we compute the similarity of I + to each frame of S , and sample negatives from frames with a lower similarity than the p-th percentile. We thus include hard negatives by decreasing p over epochs. Note that by sampling positives and negatives from the same sequence and by comparing the same sequence with different other sequences, relationships within sequences are also implicitly established. Using this triplet self-supervision we update the CNN parameters θ via backpropagation and the triplet ranking loss [50, 49] .
with δ controlling the margin between I + and I − with respect to I a . The matching algorithm from Eq. (2) provides the self-supervision information needed to train the CNN representation φ, whereas the CNN training using Eq.
(3) yields the posture embedding required to compute the similarities in Eq. (2). Alg. 1 outlines this iterative procedure. We found that using HOG-LDA [18] to initialize φ for the first epoch provides a decent initialization leading to a speed-up compared to a random φ. Learning a single posture representation that captures characteristic similarities across and within sequences is thus decomposed into a series of mini-batch optimizations. For each, Eq. (2) provides a matching that is locally, within the respective sub-sequences, optimal. The stochastic optimization of the CNN then consolidates, over a number of mini-batches, the transitivity conflicts between the local solutions to arrive at a single posture representation. That way, both approaches combine their strengths and weaknesses in an ideal manner. Fig.3(a-c) show an excerpt of similarity matrices from different models. Note the significantly improved signal-tonoise ratio in (c).
RNN for Learning Temporal Transitions
We now have an algorithm which effectively learns an overall posture representation φ(I; θ) for an activity based on relationships within and across sequences. This detailed posture encoding is an ideal basis to also deal with coarser temporal scales, enabling to learn the complete temporal structure of an activity without requiring any prior model and to synthesize future frames of a sequence. We employ an RNN to explain or synthesize overall activity based on the transitions between individual postures. As we are living in a continuous state space with our representation φ, also the transitions will be continuous. RNNs naturally lend themselves to encode temporally encoded entities, but significant modeling effort can be required to obtain Algorithm 1: Unsupervised learning of a consistent posture representation using local correspondences. a meaningful representation. Thus intensive pre-training of the static entities (such as words or objects) is used before learning transitions between them (sentences, videos) [28] . However, the already structured posture space that we have learned in Sect. 2.3 simplifies this and we can incarnate our RNN as a standard LSTM [16] , which takes as input φ(I; θ). In order for the LSTM to be able to model an activity as the temporal transition between individual postures, we formulate a regression task for future pose prediction under representation φ(I; θ). By training the LSTM to predict the representation of future frames based on the observation of a small preceding sub-sequence, the network learns to model the evolution of the complete activity. Let C t,l = {I t−l , . . . , I t } ⊂ S be an l frame sub-sequence of S. The LSTM hidden state vector h t ∈ R m has m d so as to effectively learn the variability of temporal transitions (cf. Sect. 3). We then stack one fully connected layer on top of h to revert to the original dimensionality d, thus generating a representation φ (φ(I t , θ); θ ) ∈ R d (a stacking of an LSTM layer and a fully-connected layer). By formulating next frame prediction as a regression problem, we train this network using the euclidean loss function
The trained LSTM is then able to hypothesize transitions to future frames based on a small subsequence of an activity as demonstrated in Fig. 4 .
Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate our approach at all granularity levels of an activity, we report quantitative results for posture retrieval in Sect. 3 resolution, and action synthesis in Sects. 3.5 to 3.7.
Posture Retrieval: Olympic Sports dataset
The Olympic Sports (OS) dataset [32] is a compilation of video sequences of 16 different sports, containing more than 170000 frames overall in 300 video sequences. During training, each training mini-batch is generated by sampling two random sequences S, S and solving the ILP in Eq. (2) to obtain correspondences Z * . Solving the ILP takes ∼ 0.1sec (IBM CPLEX Optimization framework) compared to ∼ 0.5sec to process a minibatch T t on a NVIDIA Titan X (Pascal). We then use these correspondences to sample {T t , } T =300 t=0 triplets, where the initial percentile p = 100 is decreased by 10 every epoch. In each frame the approach of [14] yields person bounding boxes. During training we utilize VGG-S up to the fc6 layer and stack a 128-dimensional fc7 layer on top together with an l 2 -normalization layer, which is our representation φ(I; θ). We use Caffe [19] for our implementation.
To evaluate our representation on fine-grained posture retrieval we utilize the annotations provided by [5] and follow their evaluation protocol, using their annotations only for testing. We compare our method with CliqueCNN [5] , the triplet formulation of Shuffle&Learn [31] , the tuple approach of Doersch et. al [9] , VGG-S [41] , and HOG-LDA [18] . For completeness we also include a version of our model that was initialized with Imagenet pre-trained weights [41] . (i) For CliqueCNN, Shuffle& Learn, and Doersch et. al methods we use the models downloaded from their respective project websites. (ii) Exemplar-CNN is trained using the best performing parameters reported in [11] and the 64c5-128c5-256c5-512f architecture. Then we use the output of fc4 and compute 4-quadrant max pooling. During training of our approach, each image in the training set is augmented by performing random translation, scaling and rotation to improve invariance.
In Tab. 1 we show the average AuC over all categories for the different methods. When compared with the best method so far [5] , the proposed approach improves the performance by 4%, although the method in [5] was even pretrained on Imagenet. This improvement is due to the cross sequence relationships enforced by our sequence matching, which enforce a representation which is invariant to background and environmental factors, encoding only posture. In addition, when compared to the state-of-the-art methods that leverage tuples [9] or triplets [31] for training a CNN from scratch, our approach shows 20% higher performance. This is explained by the more detailed similarity relationships encoded in the cross-sequence correspondences ob-tained by the sequence matching approach, which uses temporal constraints to obtain high quality relationships of similarity and dissimilarity. It is noteworthy, that our randomly initialized VGG-S trained with our self-supervision strategy yields equivalent performance to a version with pre-trained Imagenet weights as initialization. Thus, the proposed selfsupervision circumvents the use of the 1.2M labelled Imagenet samples. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a self-supervised method performs equivalently without the widely adopted Imagenet pre-training strategy.
Zero-Shot HPE
After evaluating the proposed method for fine-grained posture retrieval, we tackle the problem of zero-shot pose estimation on the LSP dataset. That is, we transfer the pose representation learnt on Olympic Sports to the LSP dataset without any further training and retrieve similar poses based on their similarity. The LSP [20] dataset is one of the most widely used benchmarks for pose estimation. For evaluation we use the representation to compute visual similarities and find nearest neighbours to a query frame. Since the evaluation is zero-shot, joint labels are not available. At test time we therefore estimate the joint coordinates of a query person by finding the most similar frame from the training set and taking its joint coordinates. We then compare our method with VGG-S [41] pre-trained on Imagenet, the triplet approach of Misra et. al (Shuffle&Learn) [31] and CliqueCNN [5] . In addition, we also report an upper bound on the performance that can be achieved by zero-shot evaluation using ground-truth similarities. Here the most similar pose for a query is given by the frame which is closest in average distance of ground-truth pose annotations. This is the best one can achieve without a parametric model for pose (the performance gap to 100% shows the discrepancy between poses in test and train set). For completeness, we compare with a fully supervised state-of-the-art approach for pose estimation [51] . For computing similarities we now use the the intermediate pool5 layer of VGG-S as our representation φ(I; θ), provided that our model is transferred from another dataset [52] .
In Tab. 2 we show the PCP@0.5 obtained by the different methods. For a fair comparison with CliqueCNN [5] (which was pre-trained on Imagenet), we include a version of our method trained using Imagenet initialization. Since in this experiment we are transferring our model from another dataset, we expect that Imagenet pre-training increases performance. Our approach significantly improves the visual similarities learned using both Imagenet pretrained VGG-S and CliqueCNN [5] , obtaining a performance boost of at least 3% in PCP score. In addition, when trained from scratch without any pre-training on Imagenet our model outperforms the model of [31] by 13%, due to the fact that the cross-sequence correspondences obtained by our sequence matching approach encode finer relationships between samples. Finally, it is notable that even though our pose representation is transferred from a different dataset without fine-tuning on LSP, it obtains state-of-the-art performance in the realm of unsupervised methods.
Self-supervision as Pre-training for HPE
In addition to the zero-shot learning experiment we also evaluate our approach on the challenging MPII Pose dataset [1] which is a state of the art benchmark for evaluation of articulated human pose estimation. The dataset includes around 25K images containing over 40K people with annotated body joints. MPII Pose is a particularly challenging dataset because of the clutter, occlusion and number of persons appearing in images. We are interested in evaluating how far our self-supervised approach can still boost a parametric approach that is trained with extensive supervision. Thus, we report the performance obtained by DeepPose [44] , when trained using as initialization each of the following models: Random initialization, Shuffle&Learn [31] , Imagenet and our approach trained on OS (scratch and Imagenet pretraining). For this experiment the Alexnet [25] architecture is used like in [44] . Following the standard evaluation metric on MPII dataset, Tab. 3 shows the PCKh@0.5 obtained by training DeepPose (stg-1) using their best reported parameters with the different initializations.
The performance obtained on MPII Pose benchmark shows that our unsupervised feature representation successfully scales to challenging datasets, successfully dealing with clutter, occlusions and multiple persons. In particular, when comparing our unsupervised initialization with a random initialization we obtain a 5.1% performance boost, which indicates that our features encode a robust notion of pose that is robust to the clutter present in MPII dataset. Furthermore, we obtain a 1.2% improvement over the Shuf-fle&Learn [31] approach.
Visualizing the Activity Representation
Whereas previous experiments have evaluated our representation on the level of individual poses, we now analyze the ability of φ(I; θ) to also capture transitions between successive postures. Our model is trained using temporally aligned correspondences across sequences, thus representing not only relationships between different sequences we project the high dimensional representation φ to a 2D plot using the t-SNE procedure [30] . Fig. 5(a) shows a mapping of all instances of vault activity. Successive postures within each video are connected by straight lines and color encodes the time within the sequence. The learned representation captures the repetitive structure of running and spinning (blue and orange loops) and the characteristic transitions between. Additionally, the regularity of φ allows to group repetitive postures and to provide a condensed overview of an activity. Therefore, we employ standard agglomerative clustering [15] to extract prominent mutually dissimilar posture that span an activity. We show the representative of each cluster on its corresponding location in Fig. 5(a) . Moreover, we compare our representation with the state-of-the-art approach of Misra et al. [31] which introduces a temporal verification problem and learns to find the correct temporal order of triplets of postures within a sequence, Fig. 5 (b). This shows that modeling only posture interactions within a sequence [31] and excluding crosssequences correspondences as proposed in Sect. 2 fails to capture the temporal evolution of an activity and degrades temporal structure.
Inferring Temporal Super-Resolution
The previous section has demonstrated that our representation φ(I; θ) successfully encodes posture and provides a basis for modeling the characteristic progression of an activity on the finest accessible level-individual frames. To further demonstrate the fine granularity at which activity is captured, we now unfold transitions between postures in consecutive frames, that is, we obtain super-resolution between two consecutive frames. Whereas [39] aggregates frames from within the same sequence, we bring all the different sequences with all their variability together. Since our representation maps related poses close to another, we can employ a local linear interpolation between successive postures to infer intermediate frames. Then the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) of [10] is used to invert the feature back to an image. We use the implementation of [10] for both the generator and discriminator networks, where our learned activity representation φ(I; θ) acts as the encoder network. To jointly train the three networks we use the DeePSiM-loss [10] considering adversarial and euclidean terms on both the image and feature domain. This inversion of our representation φ(I; θ) creates images for the synthesized intermediate frames, allowing us to go past the limited temporal scale of given video sequences. Fig. 6 shows temporal super-resolution results for two different activities. The continous progression of activity is preserved due to the continuity of our pose representation φ(I; θ). It has finer temporal granularity than an individual video, since it interleaves a large number of related sequences, providing a truly continuous activity representation.
Activity Understanding using LSTMs
So far we have provided a comprehensive analysis of our activity representation, demonstrating its ability to understand actions on the fine-grained scale of single postures and beyond. Now, we evaluate the capability of our method to understand activity at the sequence level. Therefore, we train a recurrent network on top of the posture representation φ to yield a sequence-level encoding φ , as discussed in Sect. 2.4. We employ an LSTM, trained on sub-sequences C t,l of length l = 4, sampled densely from all video sequences to predict the next succeeding frame I t+1 . During training, we sample mini-batches to cover the overall diversity of activity, so that all constituent postures are equally represented for learning the LSTM. Fig. 4 shows exemplary predictions from different activities.
Let us quantify the quality of predicted next frames. Given the true successor frame I t+1 , we identify its nearest neighbor in all the videos. We then compute the distance between these two frames and average it over all videos. The same is then done for the second, third, etc. nearest neighbor. Similarly, we compute the distance of our prediction and the true I t+1 and also average it. Fig. 7 the resulting error of our prediction against that of the k nearearest neighbor from the dataset. Our prediction is better than actually observing the next frame and picking its second nearest neighbor. Despite the large variability of an activity this shows that the temporal progression of an activity has been well captured to yield favorable predictions of a successive frame.
Video Understanding by Action synthesis
We have just seen predictions of the next frame I t+1 of a sequence. By recursively adding this predicted frame and then predicting a next successive frame we can iteratively synthesize an overall activity frame by frame. For visualization of the predicted next posture, we choose the nearest neighbor from the training set. Fig. 8 summarizes the synthesis of a snatch activity initialized at the green posture. One can see that our model successfully infers the temporal ordering of the activity from its beginning until the end.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented an unsupervised approach for understanding activity by means of its most fine-grained temporal constituents, individual human postures. A combinatorial sequence matching algorithm proposes relations between frames from subsets of the training set, which a CNN uses to learn a single concerted pose embedding that reconciles transitivity conflicts. Without any manual annotation, the model learns a structured representation of postures and their temporal development. The model not only enables retrieval of similar postures but also temporal super-resolution. Additionally, based on a recurrent formulation, future frames and activities can be synthesized.
